
AP® Statistics 

Syllabus 

Primary Textbook 

• 

Roxy Peck, Chris Olsen, and Jay Devore. “Introduction to Statistics and Data           

Analysis”, second edition.  Belmont, CA: Brooks/Cole, 2005, 2007. 

Technology 

All students will have a TInSpire graphing calculator assigned to them for use   

in class 

and on the AP Exam.  Students will be expected to use their calculator through

out the development of the course. • 

All students will receive introductory training and experience with the                      

interpretation of statistical software outputs from MINITAB. • 

Various applets on the Internet will also be explored by the students. 

Course Outline 

The primary course organization follows the chapter sequence in the textbook.    

Graphical displays will include but are not limited to the use of boxplots, dotplots, 

stemplots, backtoback stemplots, histograms, frequency plots, cumulative             

frequency plots, parallel  boxplots, bar charts, and pie charts. 

Chapter 1:  The Role of Statistics (total time   6 days) → • Introduction to Statistics 

• Nature and role of variability • Population vs. Sample • 

Types of data (numerical and categorical) • Frequency distributions and bar charts 

• Dotplots • Activity:  Head Sizes 

Chapter 2:  The Data Analysis Process and Collecting Data Sensibly    (total time    

14 days) → • Data analysis process • Sampling • 

Bias in sampling (selection, measurement, response, and nonresponse biases) • 

Simple random samples • Stratified random samples • Cluster sampling • 

Systematic sampling • Activity:  Designing a Sampling Plan • Observational Studies 

• Experiments • Control groups • Factors • Confounding variables • Treatments • 



Extraneous factors • Blocking • Randomization • Random assignment • 

Direct control • Replication • Designing experiments • 

Evaluating an experimental design • Placebo • Singleblind and doubleblind • 

Experimental unit • Volunteers as subjects in an experiment • Survey • 

Exploration TInSpire:  Randomization • The scope and role of inference  

Chapter 3:  Graphical Methods for Describing Data (total time   7 days) → • 

Displaying categorical data (pie charts, bar charts, comparative bar chart,  segmen

ted bar chart) • StemandLeaf plots • Outliers • 

Comparative StemandLeaf displays • Histograms 

• Cumulative relative frequency graphs • Density  • 

Exploration TInSpire:  Drawing a histogram from a frequency distribution • 

Describing the shape of a distribution (unimodal, bimodal, multimodal, positively  

skewed, negatively skewed, heavytailed, lighttailed) • Bivariate numerical data • 

Scatter plot • Timeseries plot 

Chapter 4:  Numerical Methods for Describing Data (total time   8 days) → • 

Describing center (mean vs. median, sample vs. population) • Trimmed mean • 

Sample portion of successes • 

Describing spread/variability (range, interquartile range, deviation, variance,  stan

dard deviation) • Boxplots  • Percentiles and quartiles • 

Exploration TInSpire:  Boxplot Shapes • Outliers and extreme outlies • 

Chebyshev’s rule • Empirical rule • Standardized zscores • 

Exploration TInSpire:  zscores • Exploration TInSpire:  Summary statistics 

Chapter 5:  Summarizing Bivariate Data (total time   15 days) → • 

Introduction to bivariate data • 

Exploration TInSpire:  Making and describing scatterplots • 

Correlation coefficient • Properties of the correlation coefficient • 

Correlation and causation • Least squares regression line • 

Explanatory variable and response variable • 

Exploration TInSpire:  Least squares regression • Regression to the mean • 

Risk of Extrapolation • Predicted values and residuals • Residual plots 

• Unusual and influential points  • Applets:  Demonstrating the effects of outliers 

• Coefficient of determination • Standard deviation about the leastsquares line • 

Activity:  Interpreting MINITAB regression analysis • Polynomial regression • 



Transforming data (exponential and power transformations) • 

Communicating and interpreting statistical analysis • Activity:  Age and Flexibility 

Chapter 6:  Probability (total time   14) → • 

Definition of probability, outcomes, and events • Sample space • 

Disjoint events/mutually exclusive events • Law of large numbers  • 

Properties of probabilities • Conditional probability • Independence • 

Addition rule • Multiplication rule • Replacement vs. without replacement • 

General probability rules • Law of Total Probability • Bayes’ Rule • 

Estimating probabilities empirically and using simulation • 

Exploration TInSpire:  Simulating events that are independent and not                    

independent 

Chapter7:  Random Variables and Probability Distributions (total time   18 days) → 

• Properties of discrete random variables • 

Properties of discrete probability distributions • 

Properties of continuous random variables • 

Properties of continuous probability distributions • 

Expected value (mean) of a discrete random variable • 

Variance and standard deviation of a discrete random variable • 

Mean and standard deviation of a continuous random variable • 

Linear functions and linear combinations of random variables • 

Mean, variance, and standard deviation for linear combinations 

• The binomial distribution • The geometric distribution • 

The normal distribution (standard normal distribution and zcurve) • 

Using the normal table • Exploration TInSpire:  Using the distribution menu • 

Normal probability plot • 

Transforming data to obtain a distribution that is approximately normal • 

Normal approximation to the binomial distribution 

First Semester Exam Review (total time   3 days) → • 

General summative review of Chapters 17 • 

Introduction of previous AP questions 

Chapter 8:  Sampling Variability and Sampling Distributions (total time   10 days) 

→ • Statistic • Sampling distributions • 

Sampling distributions of the sample mean (including distribution of a difference  



between two independent sample means) • 

General properties of the sample distribution of the mean • 

Central Limit Theorem • 

Distribution of a difference between two independent sample means • 

Sampling distribution of a sample proportion (including distribution of a  differenc

e between two independent sample portions) • 

Interpreting results of statistical analyses • 

Exploration TInSpire:  Sampling Distribution of the Mean • 

Exploration TInSpire:  Sampling distribution of the sample proportion 

Chapter 9:  Estimation Using a Single Sample (total time   10 days) → • 

Properties of point estimates (bias and variability) • 

Confidence interval for a population proportion • Confidence level • 

Standard error • Bound on the error of estimation • 

Confidence interval for a population mean • Logic of confidence intervals • 

Meaning of confidence level • Finding sample size • 

Finite population correction factor 

• The tdistribution and properties • Onesample t confidence interval • 

Checking conditions • Interpreting results of statistical analyses • 

Applets:  Confidence Intervals • 

Exploration TInSpire:  Confidence interval for a population proportion and            

population mean 

Chapter 10:  Hypothesis Testing Using a Single Sample (total time   11 days) → • 

Forming hypotheses • Logic of hypotheses testing • Type I and Type II errors • 

Hypothesis test for a population proportion • Test statistic and pvalue • 

Level of significance • Hypothesis test for a population mean • 

Checking conditions • Power of the test • Statistically significant • 

Interpreting results of statistical analyses • 

Activity:  Comparing t and zdistributions • 

Exploration TInSpire:  Hypothesis testing • 

Activity:  Interpreting MINITAB output pvalue 

Chapter 11:  Comparing Two Populations or Treatments (total time   11 days) → • 

Properties of the sampling distribution of the difference of two means • 

Hypothesis test for the difference of two means (unpaired) • Twosided tests • 



Twosample ttest for comparing two population means • Pooled ttest • 

Checking conditions • 

Confidence interval for the difference of two means (unpaired) • 

Matched pairs hypothesis test • Paired ttest • Matched pairs confidence interval 

• Confidence interval for the difference of two proportions • 

Interpreting results of statistical analyses • Exploration TInSpire:  test menu 

Activity:  Interpreting MINITAB output for hypothesis tests and confidence              

intervals 

Chapter 12:  The Analysis of Categorical Data and GoodnessofFit Tests 

(total time   8 days) → • The Chisquare distribution • GoodnessofFit test • 

GoodnessofFit statistic • Checking conditions • Assessing normality • 

Homogeneity of proportions test (including large sample test for a proportion) • 

Expected cell count • Test of independence • 

Exploration TInSpire:  Chisquare distribution • 

Interpreting results of statistical analyses • Activity:  Pick a Number, Any Number 

Chapter 13:  Simple Linear Regression and Correlation: Inferential Methods 

(total time   8 days) → • Simple linear regression model (basic assumptions) • 

Hypothesis test for the slope of a least squares regression line • 

Confidence interval for the slope of a least squares regression line • 

Activity:  Interpreting MINITAB regression analysis output • 

Residual plot and standardized residual plot • 

Interpreting results of statistical analyses • 

Exploration TInSpire:  Inferences about the regression slope 

Review and Preparation for AP Exam (total time   7 days) → • 

Review previous year AP Exam • Review past years AP Exams • Practice AP Exams 

Post AP Exam (total time   21 days) → • 

Project:  Students will design, conduct, analyze, and present their results of a real  

world experiment 1. Proposal 2. Design 

3. Data collection 4. Analysis 5. Written report 6. Presentation • 

Chapter 14:  Multiple Regression Analysis • Chapter 15:  Analysis of Variance 


